
	  

Weekly Bass Lessons 
Odd Time Signatures: Week 2 

 
For this weeks lesson we will be looking at the 7/4 Odd Time Signature. 
 
I’m using “Hiromi’s” version of “Softly As In A Morning Sunrise” as the example of playing in 7/4. 
 
I was so lucky in my career to have had the opportunity to play and tour with Hiromi for 7 years. In our time 
together as a trio with Martin Valihora and as a quartet adding David (Fuze) Fiuczynski we recorded 4 Cd’s, 
filmed 2 DVDs and toured the world many times over, she is truly and great band leader, composer and 
friend. 
 
The great thing about Hiromi is the fact that she is brave enough to keep moving forward, pushing herself 
and her band to extreme levels. The music was very intense and we were always trying to find new ways of 
improvising. Many of Hiromi’s compositions contained Odd Time Signatures and most of them contained 
multiple Time Signatures within the tune itself. 
 
Hiromi, Martin and Fuze are real innovators and masters of their instruments and were constantly 
interacting; they would pull and push each other all over the place.  
 
In a band like this where everyone has a creative individual voice it really requires a lot of focus and 
listening. You really have to be aware of your space within the music and respecting the other member’s 
point of view. The Ego really has to be left off stage for this style of music to work. 
 
One of the tunes we played live frequently was Hiromi’s arrangement of the Jazz Standard “Softly As In A 
Morning Sunrise”. In this arrangement I had to solo, play melody lines, support a Drum Solo and support 
Hiromi and Fuzczynski trading solos. The arrangement was in a 7/4 Time Signature and because of the 
different roles I was asked to play in this particular tune I really had to be comfortable in 7/4. Playing Odd 
Time Signatures was never my strong point until I played with Hiromi. I had to really find ways of practicing 
creatively to become comfortable in different Time Signatures grooving and soloing.  
 
In this Lesson I will share with you some of the techniques I use in my practice sessions to help me prepare 
for these tunes. This Lesson document is to accompany the Lesson Video. 
 
The main Chord Progression consists of 2 Chords, the C-7 and the Abmaj7.  
 
The more tools we have to use the better musical choices we have.  
 



	  

In the video demonstration I am using several different tools and concepts to build my fills and melodic 
phrases off.  
 
Before we start it is so important to realize and understand the value of this simple but so often overlooked 
concept. “How you practice is how you sound”. Once you can really master this concept you can start really 
maximizing your practice schedule to really prepare yourself to play freely with your own unique voice as a 
musician. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy we really focus on developing your own voice as a musician with a series 
of focused and structured course material. For more info please visit www.tonygreybassacademy.com.  
 
Here are some of the things we will be looking at in this Lesson. 
 

• Rhythmic Structure 
 

• Chord Tones 
 

• Key Signatures 
 

• How to build ideas in your groove 
 

• Reharmonizing the Chords 
 
Step 1 
 

• Rhythmic Structure 
 
When practicing a groove over an Odd Time Signature it is really important to know how the groove is 
divided up within the measure. 
 
Here is the basic placement of the 2 Chords in this 7/4 measure. 
 
The C-7 lasts for 4 and a half beats  
The Abmaj7 lasts for 3 and a half beats.  
 
When I’m counting Whole Notes I count 1, 2, 3, 4 etc… 
When I’m counting 8th notes I count 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 etc… 
When I’m counting 16th notes I count 1 e and a, 2 e and a, 3 e and a, 4 e and a etc… 



	  

     
 
Practice Tips For Practicing The Basic Rhythm  
 

• If you have a metronome that gives you the option of changing the Time Signature then set it to 7/4 
at a slow tempo and only focus on playing the Roots in the above Rhythm. The Metronome I use is 
the Peterson BodyBeat Sync. It is such a versatile practice tool and well worth checking out.  
You can check out my blog about Peterson Tuners (ADD BLOG LINK LINDSEY PLEASE) 
 

 
 
Check out the link here for more info on all the Peterson gear. They also make the best reliable tuners 
too. 
 

Playing along with a related sustained really helps and trains your ear to hear how the notes sound against 
the Chord. You can find all the sustained Chords here to download www.tonygreybassacademy.com  
 

• You can also use the Playalong track that is available for you to download to practice just playing the 
Roots of the Chord and get used too where they lay within the measure. 

 
Once you are comfortable with only playing the Roots of the Chord you can move on to the actual groove I 
use as my springboard to play and improvise off. 
 



	  

 
 
We are only adding one note to the measure and that is the note G. It is important to understand the 
functionality of the G and we can analyze it in 2 different ways.  
 
When analyzing any phrase it’s important to use your ears and hear how the notes are functioning. 
Sometimes what you see in the line isn’t always the way it’s functioning musically. 
 
The 1st G that lands on beat 3 functions in 2 different ways. It can be heard as the 5th of C-7 or a Chromatic 
Approach to the Abmaj7. The direction of the line is so important. We can really make anything work, inside 
or outside of the Key and Chord Scale if the direction of the line is strong and you are targeting the next 
Chord. In the Tony grey Bass Academy we have a lot of courses on different Chord Tone Approaches. In this 
case the G is also a Chord Tone of Abmaj7 so the sound is really strong. 
 
The 2nd G which lands on the “and of 5” to my ears is functioning as the 5th of the C. Even though it falls on 
the Abmaj7 it is really setting up the C-7. The 5th of the Chord has a strong pull to resolve to the Root. This 
not only works for the Chord Tones of the Chord but also between the Chords themselves within a key. 
Again in the Tony grey Bass Academy there are courses on Functional Harmony. 
 
Practice Tips For Practicing Embellished Rhythm  
 

• Use a Metronome to practice and get the sound and feel of this groove in your ears. 
 

• Also playalong with the accompanying track to practice this embellished groove. 
 
Step 2 
 

• Chord Tones 
 
In my opinion the most important thing to understand when playing over any Chord or Chord Progression is 
the Chord Tones. Nothing spells out the harmony better than the Chord Tones. However to play grooves or 
solos only using Chord Tones things would become very predicable and boring for the player and the 
listener. 
 



	  

For this example I’m playing over a C-7 Chord and the Abmaj7.  
 

• The Chord Tones for the C-7 are: C (Root) Eb (b3rd) G (5th) Bb (b7th)   
 

• The Chord Tones for the Abmaj7 are: Ab (Root) C (3rd) Eb (5th) G (7th)   
 
Here are 3 commonly used fingering patterns for the Minor 7 Chord. 
 
The dot represents where the note is played on the fingerboard and the number inside the dot represents 
the finger used. 
 
Here are 3 fingering patterns for the C-7. 
 
 Fingering Pattern 1                        Fingering Pattern 2                         Fingering Pattern 3                    

                         
 
There is only 1 commonly used fingering pattern for the maj7 Chord Shape 
Here is a fingering pattern for the Abmaj7. 
 

 
 
Practice Tips For Learning The Chord Tones 
 

• Find all the C and Ab Notes (The Root) all over the fingerboard and try to play as many of these 
fingering positions as possible. 

 



	  

• Try using the playalong track to practice your Chord Tone with. Just play off beat 1 for the C-7 Chord 
and the “and of 4” for the Abmaj7 Chord. 

 
• Practice these 2 Chords individually by playing along with related sustained chords. These sustained 

chords really helps to train your ear to hear how the notes sound against the Chord. You can find all 
the sustained Chords here to download www.tonygreybassacademy.com  

 
Step 3 
 

• Key Signatures 
 
When learning how to play over any Chord or Chord Progression it’s really important to understand where 
these chords are coming from in terms of the key and what are the related Chord Scales. It is a common 
problem for musicians to know which is the appropriate Chord Scale to use over any given Chord. 
 
The first thing you can do is to see if the notes in the melody are coming from a particular scale. In this case 
there is no melody to look at so we can now look at the Chords and try to see if they both fit within a set of 
Major Modes. 
 
A good knowledge of the Major Modes is import to understand. It will really elevate your potential and give 
you a lot more choices to work with. Again in the Tony grey Bass Academy there are loads of courses and 
information on the Major and Minor Modes. If you do have knowledge of the modes you will notice that the 
C-7 and the Abmaj7 are both coming from the Eb Major Modes or the C Natural Minor Modes which both 
contain the same group of Chords. For now we will just look at the Eb Major Modes. 
 
I’m not going to get in-depth here about the Modes but I will give a brief outline to get you started or at 
least enough information to get you through this Lesson. For more information please visit 
www.tonygreybassacademy.com 
 
The way we build a series of modes is by first looking at a Major Scale (In this case Eb) 
 

 
 
To create the Eb Major Modes we would build a new Scale off each degree of the Eb Major Scale by using 
the same notes. Eb, F, G, Ab, Bb, C and D. 
 
There are 7 different notes so we will get 7 different Modes.  
 



	  

Here is the 2nd Mode in the Eb Major Modes 
 

 
 
You will notice this Scale/Mode contains the same notes as the Eb Major Scale. The notes are the same but 
the intervals between each degrees are different giving this F Mode is own characteristics and functionality. 
 
Here are the Names, Chords and Roman Numeral Function connected to the Eb Major Modes. 
 
Eb Major Modes 
 

1. Eb Major/Ionian _ Imaj7 _ Ebmaj7 
2. F Dorian _ II-7 _ F-7 
3. G Phrygian _ III-7 _ G-7 
4. Ab Lydian _ IVmaj7 _ Abmaj7 
5. Bb Mixolydian _ V7 _ Bb7 
6. C Aeolian _ VI-7 _ C-7 
7. D Locrian _ VII-7(b5) _ D-7(b5) 

 
Now you will see that you can literally play any notes from the Eb Major Scale over both chords. The more 
you understand how the Modes work how the related chords function you will have much more options to 
play with. 
 
You will notice I have highlighted the 4th and 6th mode. These 2 modes both contain the Abmaj7 and C-7 
Chords. Once you analyze both of these Modes you will find the appropriate Chord Scale for each of the 
Chords. 
 
For the C-7 we can use the Aeolian Mode 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

For the Abmaj7 we can use the Lydian Mode 
 

 
 
The Major Modes are the most commonly used and understood but in this case we are really hearing the C-7 
as the One Chord i.e. the Home Chord. 
 
So we also want to understand the Natural Minor Modes too. 
 
To do this we take the 6th Mode of the Major Modes, in this case Eb and build a set of Modes from C Aeolian. 
 
The resulting Chords and Modes would be the same. The only difference would be the order and Roman 
Numeral Functionality. 
 
C Natural Minor (Aeolian) Modes 
 

1. C Aeolian _ I-7 _ C-7 
2. D Locrian _ II-7(b5) _ D-7(b5) 
3. Eb Ionian _ bIIImaj7 _ Ebmaj7 
4. F Dorian _ IV-7 _ F-7 
5. G Phrygian _ V-7 _ G-7 
6. Ab Lydian _ IVmaj7 _ Abmaj7 
7. Bb Mixolydian _ bVII7 _ Bb7 

  
You will notice now the highlighted Modes are 1st and 6th mode. These 2 modes both contain the Abmaj7 
and C-7 Chords. Once you analyze both of these Modes you see the real functionality of these Chords within 
the measure. 
 
The C-7 is the I-7 Chord and uses the C Aeolian Mode 
The Abmaj7 is the bVImaj7 and uses the Ab Lydian Mode 
 
When composing we can borrow and interchange chords from all the parallel Major and Minor Modes. 
Roman Numerals are a tool used to help us identify the origin of the Chord and to help give us the 
appropriate Chord Scale to use. 
 
 
 



	  

Practice Tips For Learning The Modes 
 

• Write out all the different Modes from all 12 keys Major and Minor and figure out all the Names, 
Chords and Roman Numeral Functionality for the Chords. Writing things out really helps you absorb 
and internalize things in a different way. 

 
• Use the Sustained Chords, which are available to download from the 

www.tonygreybassacademy.com. Playing along with the different Modes and Related Sustained 
Chords will help you absorb the sounds and colors for each of the Modes. In the Academy there are 
tons of creative learning courses on how to use these different modes in your grooves, 
improvisations and compositions. 

 
Step 4 
 

• How to build ideas in your groove 
 
In Step 4 we will explore all of the creative ways of Practicing to become comfortable playing in 7/4 in any 
context. 
 
Targeting the Chords 
 

• The first thing I want you to focus on is targeting the C-7 on beat 1 of the measure by playing the 
Root (C).  In the video demonstration I am showing you examples of this. You can target the Chords 
with the use of Chord Tones, Chromatic Approaches, Octaves, Scale Tones and anything else you can 
think of. Just make sure you target the downbeat with some relative notes before it. 

• Next do the same thing for the Abmaj7 on the “and of 4” or beat 4.5. Don’t worry about playing the 
C-7 just approaching and targeting the Ab. 

• Next combine the 2 chords together and target them both. Don’t worry about shaping your groove 
or how busy your line is just make sure you can approach both Chords with the use of Chord Tones, 
Chromatic Approaches, Octaves, Scale Tones and anything else you can think of. 

 
Not playing the downbeats of the chords 
 

• Don't always play the downbeat of the Chords but always keep the original pattern in your mind. 
Once you have the sound of the pattern imbedded into your mind you can really earn how to edit 
your lines to make them interesting and playful. It also teaches you how to be flexible with the 
groove so you can interact with the other musicians but still maintain an awareness of the 
foundation of the groove and jump in and out of it. 



	  

Again In the video demonstration I am showing you examples of this. You can target the Chords with 
the use of Chord Tones, Chromatic Approaches, Octaves, Scale Tones and anything else you can 
think of just sometimes don’t finish your phrase with the Root of the Chord on the down beat. 

 
Practice Tips For Not playing the downbeats of the chords 
 

• Practice these different concepts along with the playalong tracks that are available for you to 
download. 

 
• Record yourself if possible so you can learn how to edit your playing to sound musical.   

 
Step 5 
 

• Reharmonizing the Chords 
 
Now you understand the Chords, how they are constructed, where they are coming from and what the 
appropriate Chord Scales are you can start experimenting with different Roots to give the Chords and 
harmony a totally new color. 
 
In the Video Demonstration I’m changing the Roots of the Chords and here are some of the techniques I 
used. 
 
Diatonic Tensions 
 
Understanding Tensions is a really important part of your musical growth. You can add a lot of color to your 
Chords within your compositions, in your melodies and in your improvisations. In the Tony Grey Bass 
Academy we have courses on all aspects of harmony. In this lesson I will briefly discuss Diatonic Tension. 
 
A Tension is a note added to a Chord that is not already a Chord Tone. There are 12 Notes in western 
harmony and 4 notes in a 7th Chord so there will be 8-notes to choose from to color our Chords.  
 
Tensions sound best when they are part of the Key or Mode and they are a Whole Step above a Chord Tone 
however all tensions can be made available on any Chord it really just comes down to how you use them 
and your ears. 
 
For this example we will focus on the Major 7 Chord and the available “Diatonic Tensions”. 
 
Triads and 7th Chords are generally built in intervals of a 3rd. 
 
 



	  

Abmaj7 Lydian 
 

 
 
If you stack 3 Intervals of a 3rd from the Root you get an Abmaj7 Chord. 

  
 
Tension 9 
 
Using the Ab Lydian Scale If you continue to stack in an interval of a diatonic 3rd on top of this Abmaj7 Chord 
we will get the note Bb above the octave, which is tension Tension 9. 
 

 
 
Because Tension 9 (Bb) is a Whole Step above the Root (Ab) it gives us a very clear and open sound added to 
the Chord. Tension 9 is a great sounding Tension for a Major 7 Chord. 
 
Tension #11 
 
Using the Ab Lydian Scale If you continue to stack in an interval of a diatonic 3rd on top of this Abmaj7 along 
with Tension 9 will get the note D above the octave, which is Tension #11.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Like Tension 9; Tension 11 (D) is a Whole Step above the 3rd degree (C) which gives us a very clear and open 
sound added to the Chord. Tension #11 is a great sounding Tension for a Major 7 Chord. 



	  

As there are 2 Major 7 Chords from the Major Modes (the Imaj7 and the IVmaj7) lets look at the Imaj7, which 
in this case would be the Ebmaj7  
 

 
 
If we stack intervals of a Diatonic 3rds starting from the Eb using only notes from the Eb Major/Ionian scale we 
reach the Ab which gives us Tension 11. The note Ab is a Half Step away from the 3rd (G). This gives the 
Chord a lot of dissonance, which gives the Chord an unpleasant sound. Dissonant Tensions are good on 
unstable Chords that need resolving like the Dominant 7 Chord but the Maj7 Chord is a very stable Chord so 
Tensions a Whole Step away from the Chord Tones are the Available Harmonic Diatonic Tensions. Tension 
11 is an unavailable Tension on a Maj7 Chord. 
 
For more in-depth lessons on Chord Tones and Tensions please visit www.tonygreybassacademy.com  
 
Tension 13 
 
Using the Ab Lydian Scale If you continue to stack in an interval of a diatonic 3rd on top of this Abmaj7 along 
with Tension 9 and Tension #11 we will get the note F above the octave, which is Tension 13.  
 

 
 
Like Tension 9 (Bb) and Tension #11 (D) Tension 13 (F) is a Whole Step above the 5th degree (G) which also 
gives us a very clear and open sound added to the Chord. Tension 13 is a great sounding Tension for a 
Major7 Chord. 
 
The available Tensions for a Major 7 Chord are the 9, #11 and 13 
 
Changing the Roots to create New Harmony and Chords 
 
Now we understand the Chord Tones and Available Tensions we can start experimenting with different 
Roots to create new Chords with Tension. 
 



	  

If we look at the Abmaj7 Chord with Tension 9 and remove the Root (Ab) we are left with the C-7 Chord.  
These 2 Chords are almost the same and as these are the 2 Chords we are using in this particular groove this 
gives us a lot of room to play with the harmony and create a different flavor to the sound.  
 
Our job as a Bass Player gives us a lot of responsibility within the music as we control the functionality of the 
Chord. The Piano or Guitar player would really be covering the top of the Chord without the Root as that is 
the Bass Players role. Just by changing our Root at the bottom of the Chord we can find some very creative 
and interesting directions to take the music. Remember though to always trust your ear. Being tentative kills 
the vibe, the trust, and the music. 
 

 
 

 
 
If we look at the C-7 Chord with Tension 9 and remove the Root (C) we are left with the Ebmaj7 Chord.   
 

 
 

 
 
If we play an (F) below the Root of a C-7 Chord we get an F-7 sound with Tension 11 and 13 
 

 
 



	  

In the video demonstration I briefly change the Chord Progression, which really gives the music a new birth 
and energy. You just have to be mindful and sensitive to the music. Our job is to enhance the music and 
build with the soloist rather than just dictate.  
 
Here is the Progression I play in place of C-7, Abmaj7 at a certain point in the performance. I’m only using 
intervals of a 10th (a 3rd above the octave) to dictate and reinforce  
 

 
 
Practice Tips For Reharmonizing the Chords 
 

• Try playing these interchangeable Chords on a piano or a keyboard if you have access to one. 
Experiment with different Chord Voicing’s and use and trust your ears to find what sounds good to 
you. Remember the rules are made to be broken. 

 
• Use the Sustained Chords, which are available to download from the 

www.tonygreybassacademy.com Playing along with the different Chord Tones and Tensions. 
 

• Play along with the downloadable track that is available to accompany this lesson and experiment 
playing different Roots on the Chords. 

 
• Record yourself if possible so you can learn how to edit your playing to sound musical.   

 
• Remember “less is more” knowing all this knowledge is only useful if you can use it subtly and 

musical where the music is really asking for it. 
 



	  

I hope you enjoyed this mini course on Odd Time Signatures. I look forward to seeing you again in Week 3 
for more lessons. 
 
Stay Inspired. 
 
 Tony Grey 
 
	  


